
IPA Consonant Trap
rules

Basic rules: Begin the initial set up of the game by moving the IPA symbols (white squares) to six
grid spaces, with 10 symbols per space (they are randomized, so just move them in order):

The goal is to “trap” all of the IPA symbols in all six grid spaces using the coloured phonetic descrip-
tions to match the symbols. All matching symbols within the same grid space count as trapped, so
for example, the palatal description in the upper left grid space traps all of the palatal consonants
(including labial-palatal, but not alveolopalatal):
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When the game is over, the board will look something like the following:

You want to try to trap symbols as efficiently as possible, such as how fricative traps five symbols in
the second grid at the top and in the grid in the lower left. Phonetic descriptions in grey are singletons;
there is only one flap/tap, click, etc., so these need to be used wisely.There are two special dark grey
descriptions, voiced and voiceless, which should only be used as a last resort because they are so
powerful.When you get the end of the game, try to rework the solution to avoid having to use voiced
and voiceless. As you’ll see here, the way the symbols were trapped in the upper left changed by the
end of the game, in order to make better use of the remaining descriptions, and without having to use
voiced and voiceless.

Special notes: Lateral approximants are matched by either lateral or approximant; you don’t need
both. Similarly, lateral fricatives can be matched by either lateral or fricative. These can also be
matched by their place of articulation instead. The same holds for the lateral click, which can be
matched by lateral, click, or alveolar (since it is technical alveolar as well as lateral).

Labial-palatal [ɥ] and labial-velar [ʍ] can be matched by either of their articulations: bilabial or
palatal, or bilabial or velar; again, you don’t need both, just one or the other. They can also be
matched by the manner of articulation instead.

There is only one glottal symbol [ɦ] and one dental symbol [ǀ], so the glottal and dental descriptions
have limited use.

The descriptions in other colours besides grey have multiple copies because there are many possible
symbols they can match. Some have only two copies, and some have three.

Optional scoring: Score 10 points for each of voiced and voiceless not used, plus 1 point for each
other description not used. Any unmatched IPA symbols are –10 points! A good score is 20; an ex-
cellent score is 25.
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